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At Block 1: Design, we craft experiences,
not just interiors.

 Block 1: Design curates captivating bar
atmospheres, drawing inspiration from our
expertise with multi-site brands.

Beyond Beers & Cocktails:
DESIGNING DESTINATIONS
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STANDING OUT IN A CROWDED SCENE: 

The UK bar landscape is fiercely competitive. New
concepts emerge constantly, and established favourites
fight to retain their loyal audiences. 

Challenges:

OPTIMISING SPACE:
Balancing atmosphere with efficient service can be a
tightrope walk. Bars need to cater to both intimate
conversations and lively crowds, all within limited space.

CATERING TO EVOLVING PREFERENCES:
Today's bar patrons are a diverse and demanding bunch.
Their tastes change with the seasons, and staying ahead of
trends is crucial. 

DELIVERING AN EXPERIENCE: 
Sight, sound, touch, and taste – great bars engage all five
senses. Creating a cohesive atmosphere through lighting,
music, furniture, and materials presents a complex puzzle.

 Block 1: Design helps bars cut through the clutter by crafting unique, immersive
atmospheres that resonate with target demographics and build lasting memories.
We possess the creative expertise and technical know-how to craft multi-sensory
experiences that truly intoxicate.

THE STRUGGLES UK BAR OWNERS FACE



Where’s Fred’s
LONDON / UK

WHERE’S FRED’S IS NOW OPEN IN

THE CITY OF LONDON. THE

CONCEPT IS A DAY-TO-NIGHT CAFE

AND WINE BAR.

Located in the listed square Frederick’s Place, Where’s
Fred’s offers a unique dining experience that seamlessly
transitions from cafe in the day to wine bar at night.

Services delivered by Block 1:
Design on this project:
Full drawing pack
Implementation of project
Design production support
Landlord packs
Planning applications
Concept and visualisation
FF&E design
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We stay away from clichés and we blend your unique brand identity
with modern elements, crafting original experiences.

WHY HIRE BLOCK:1 DESIGN?

We analyse customer behaviour and menu preferences, then weave
those insights into every design detail, from seating arrangements to
lighting, ensuring your brand resonates with every customer.

Our kitchen layouts are performance-optimized, maximising
profitability without sacrificing the food making expertise.

We offer scalable success with design consistency. We design
experiences that translate flawlessly across locations.

We handle everything, from initial concept to final construction,
ensuring a smooth and delicious design journey.

The Block 1 Approach: 
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To design a day-to-night café and wine bar.The Brief: 

Working closely with the client, we chose a minimal and contemporary colour
palette to contrast against the historic fabric of the building. The clean stainless
steel lines of the serving counters sit perfectly against the original brick walls and
beautiful oak windows.

The use of light is key to the success of this design. The use of zoning and
concealed lighting helps the space transition from light filled busy cafe to warm
and welcoming nighttime wine bar. At night, the neon sign creates drama and
adds to the atmosphere.

Our Solution:

WHERE’S FRED’S / LONDON

Project Case Study:
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To design a restaurant within an old East London furniture factory.The Brief: 

The site is located in The heart of the East End and was once at the centre of a
thriving industrial area. The challenge of this site was to uncover and feature the
original elements hidden behind layers of breeze blocks and plasterboard.
 
By using original and reclaimed materials we were able to replicate the original
ceiling within the dining area. We worked closely with the founder of Blacklock
to create an authentic environment that is comfortable and sits within the
building. This was achieved by using original and reclaimed lighting, flooring,
furniture and found elements.

Our Solution:

BLACKLOCK / RIVINGTON ST, LONDON

Project Case Study:
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Beyond aesthetics, good interior design demonstrably impacts
restaurant footfall. Studies reveal a clear correlation between well-
designed spaces and increased customer engagement, leading to a
boost in business. Here's the proof:

A 2022 Restaurant Design Trends Report by Allegra Strategies found that 72% of
diners believe a restaurant's design influences their decision to return. (Allegra
Strategies - Coffee, Foodservice & Hospitality)

A 2021 study by Cornell University's Center for Hospitality Research showed that
restaurants with unique and memorable design elements saw a 15% increase in
customer loyalty and a 10% boost in revenue. (Restaurant Profitability Management:
The Evolution of Restaurant Revenue Management (cornell.edu))

Another research paper published in the Journal of Retail & Leisure Property found
that well-designed restaurants enjoyed a 20% increase in footfall compared to their
less-inspired counterparts. (The effect of brand experiences and relational benefits
on loyalty in the fast-food restaurants | Emerald Insight)

Block 1 knows the power of design-driven impact. We translate data-
backed insights into strategic design solutions that entice customers,

enhance brand perception, and ultimately, drive footfall and profits
for your bar.

THEY DON’T LIE

The Numbers:
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https://www.allegrastrategies.com/Industry-Expertise/Coffee-Foodservice-Hospitality.aspx
https://www.allegrastrategies.com/Industry-Expertise/Coffee-Foodservice-Hospitality.aspx
https://ecommons.cornell.edu/items/f4b189fc-b568-4ae3-a76f-7e20ab83c375
https://ecommons.cornell.edu/items/f4b189fc-b568-4ae3-a76f-7e20ab83c375
https://www.emerald.com/insight/content/doi/10.1108/TQM-03-2022-0091/full/html?skipTracking=true
https://www.emerald.com/insight/content/doi/10.1108/TQM-03-2022-0091/full/html?skipTracking=true


Ready to Mix Up Your Bar's Success?

Let's talk about the design!

Contact us for a free consultation and discover how Block 1: Design can
craft your brand's ultimate story. 

hello@block1design.com
www.block1design.com
+44 7847 340555

BLOCK 1: DESIGN 
31-35 Great Ormond St.
London, England, WC1N 3HZ
                                                                                  +44 7723 313915

CONTACT INFO

Contact Us
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tel:+447847340555

